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Kemo sabe,
sand and heat
are awfully
hard on our
horses’
hooves.

man! this sand
and heat are
just killin’ our
tires, sergeant!
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missions performed

in the heat or in

the desert will be

successful only if

you’ve planned

ahead by doing PM.

Thumb through the book

and find information on

cooling systems, air
induction systems, fuel
systems, batteries, tires,
fuel systems, weapons,

communications equipment,
aviation and much more.

This issue is devoted to

PM tips that will stand

you in good stead in the

heat and sand.

This issue is devoted to

PM tips that will stand

you in good stead in the

heat and sand.

In all conditions-

weather and
terrain-PM makes

a difference in

whether a mission

succeeds or fails.

But standard PM is not

enough when you’re

working in heat or

blowing sand and dust.

These extreme condi-

tions will mean changes

in the way you do

preventive maintenance

and in the preventive

maintenance you do.

But standard PM is not

enough when you’re

working in heat or

blowing sand and dust.

These extreme condi-

tions will mean changes

in the way you do

preventive maintenance

and in the preventive

maintenance you do.

But in extreme conditions

such as high heat and

desert, PM may be the

most important element
of your battle plan.
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Lead-Acid Batteries…

Where Does It Go?
Normal charging causes some

water in the electrolyte to evapo-

rate. But  overcharging drives off

much more water. Add in the

evaporation caused by high tem-

peratures and your batteries can

go dry quickly.

Just adding water won’t always

be enough to save your batteries.

First off, the batteries need to be

checked by your mechanic using

the optical battery/antifreeze

tester, NSN 6630- 00-105-1418. A

fully-charged battery should give

specific gravity readings of 1.280. 

Adding Just Enough
More is not better, though. If batteries

are filled to the rim, the electrolyte will

boil out through the vent caps when the

battery charges. Use the battery filler

syringe, NSN 6140-00-808-7325, to

remove any excess.

Make sure, too, that the vent caps are

open so that gases can escape. If the vents

are clogged, the battery can explode.

If you find a battery that needs water, let your mechanic know ASAP. The best

water is distilled water. NSN 6810-00-682-6867 gets a gallon and NSN 6810-00-

356-4936 gets a 5-gal jug.

Another good choice is battery water. It has no more than 100 parts per million of

impurities, and costs a little less than distilled water. Get a gallon with

NSN 6810-00-286-3783 and a 5-gal jug with NSN 6810-00-297-9540.

Use tester
to check
electrolyte

ELECTROLYTE
LEVEL LOW

THIS BIRD’S EYE VIEW SHOWS EYE-SHAPE

ELECTROLYTE
LEVEL OK

Full charge
will be 1.280

boy, without
water, this

heat would be
a killer!

hey! don’t
forget

about me!

hey! I’m
dying of

thirst down
here!

Then operators should eyeball the elec-

trolyte levels at least once a day if the

temperature stays above 90°F for a week.

The level should be at least 1⁄2 inch above

the top of the battery plates. If the filler

hole has a lip or an indicator at the bot-

tom, it should be filled to that.

Working in the heat means drinking lots of water so your body stays hydrated.

So… you drink lots of water. Working in the heat also affects the water in lead-acid

batteries. So… you have to keep them hydrated, too.

Fill to
bottom…
not to top

PS 595 JUNE 022

If you’re
not hydrating,

it ain’t the
heat that gets
ya… it’s the
stupidity.
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Ground water has minerals in

it that can kill batteries, so don’t

use it. If there’s no other choice,

plain drinking water (not miner-

al water) can be used.

Use a battery syringe or a

battery gravity filler, NSN

6140-00-635-3824, for precise

filling and help in avoiding

overfilling. Both are in the No.

1 Common shop set.

Tight and Right?
Make sure the caps are in

place on the fill holes. If you

need caps, ask your mechanic

for them from an unservice-

able battery.

Mixing batteries of differ-

ent types is OK, as long as

you don’t use maintenance-

free batteries with the older

style. It’s best to keep 6TLs,

6TLFs and 6TMFs together. 

Replace
missing
caps

Hey! Me! Me!
Use me!

Aw, C'mon...
whaddaya got

against ground
water?

I think
you’re too
charged up!

distilled
water

runs deep!
ha-ha-ha! 

that’s my
current
joke! ha-
ha-ha!

y’know-
batteries never
pay cash! we

always charge
things! ha-ha!
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Control the heat

engines
produce heat.
High summer
or desert

temperatures
just add
more heat.

“Your vehicle’s
cooling system
must get rid
of, or control,
that heat if
you want to
operate
under those 
conditions.”

However, small
problems in the

cooling system, like
low coolant level
or cracked hoses,

quickly can turn into
big problems.

The system
will do so,
if it can
work as
designed.

I’m
dyin’
heah!

this weather
is just adding
more heat to
my already

warm engine!

Cooling Systems…



“Check for wetness
around the radiator
or hoses. Wetness
means a leak. Feel
the hoses and
replace all that
are mushy, cracked
or leaking.”
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“While you’re adding
coolant, take a
close look at the
radiator cap. Make
sure it is in top-
notch condition and
is the right cap for
your engine. Check
the pressure rating
on the cap with that
listed in your TM.”

“Check the coolant
level often.
Before you roll,
when the engine
is still cool, make
sure the coolant
is up to the mark.
If it’s low, add
coolant to bring
the level up.
Never overfill,
though. When the
engine heats up,
the extra coolant
will overflow.”

“Add
coolant
only when
the engine
is cool.
Adding

coolant to a hot engine
can crack the engine

block or burst a seam
in the radiator.”

“A 60-40 mix
is best,
but maintain
at least a
50-50 mix of
antifreeze and
water to raise
the boiling
point of the
coolant so
it won’t boil
away like
plain water.

“Use distilled
water, NSN
6810-00-356-4936,
in radiators if
it’s available. If
not, use potable
water. Ground
water contains
minerals that
will clog the
radiator.”

Check coolant
level in radiator…

…or surge
tank

“Check the protection
level with tester,
NSN 6630-00-105-1418.”

“During operation, keep
an eye on the temperature
gauge. If it goes above
the normal operating
range noted in your TM,
shut down and find
out why.”

Remember, too, that
low RPMs don’t turn
fans quickly enough
to keep coolant cool.
Gear down to create

more RPMs.

wait for
me to cool
down,
dude!

remember,
use only

clean water
from a
reliable
source!

this is
the place
to be!

make
sure
you’re

using the
right
cap!

Plain
water

50% antifreeze
50% water

BOILING
POINT 226°

BOILING
POINT 212°

60% antifreeze
40% water

BOILING
POINT 230°

HARD (cracks are clues) WET (or even damp)

MUSHY

PUFFY

find any
of these
conditions
and you’ll
need a
new me!



Note that if you must

add more than 10-15 psi

to the tires you need to

use a tire inflator gauge,

NSN 4910-00-441-8685.

That gives you 10 feet of

hose between the gauge

and the chuck so you can

stand away from the

danger zone created by a

flying split ring or an

exploding tire.

In Sand?
Some vehicle operator’s

manuals list a lower tire

pressure for driving in

sand. A lower tire pressure

gives more flotation and

traction in sand. However,

be sure to add air back to

those tires before you

drive on pavement. PS 595 JUNE 029

Tires…

Keep Them Rolling with PM

Tires catch a lotta grief when you drive in the desert. Heat and terrain team up to

deliver a one-two punch that can KO your mission—unless you are prepared by PM.

Cut the Heat
During normal operations in an average climate, tires get hot as they flex under a

load. But they have a chance to cool off when the mission is done. When the air tem-

perature is high, the tires can’t cool off, and the excess heat weakens them.

Since you can’t do anything about the outside temperature, you can help by not

overloading the vehicle. An overloaded vehicle creates extra heat on the tires.

Take that heat off the tires by reducing the load. Plus, a reduced load will reduce

the chances that you’ll bog down in sand. This goes double for trailers you’re pulling.

Keep them loaded as lightly as possible.

Front (all models)

   Standard Tire

   

   Sand tire

Rear

  M977, M978, M983

   Standard Tire

   

   Sand tire

   

60 psi

(414 kPa)

60 psi

(414 kPa)

   

70 psi

(483 kPa)

70 psi

(483 kPa)

   

40 psi

(276 kPa)

NA

   

30 psi

(207 kPa)

NA

   

35 psi

(241 kPa)

30 psi

(207 kPa)

   

35 psi

(241 kPa)

NA

   

20 psi

(138 kPa)

NA

   

30 psi

(207 kPa)

25 psi

(172 kPa)

Highway
Cross

Country-Dry
Cross

Country-Wet
Sandy
Terrain

TIRE PRESSURES FOR HEMTTS (for example)

Avoid Flats

Take it easy moving over rocky,

rough terrain. The sidewalls of radial

tires are thinner than those of bias

tires, and rocks cut them to ribbons.

Wheeled construction and material

handling equipment are especially

prone to tire damage because the

mission often requires them to work

where the going is rough. 

Tubeless tires have a special prob-

lem—bead breaking. The bead pulls

away from the rim, letting air escape.

Bead breaking is caused by traveling

over rocky terrain. Check the air

pressure in tubeless tires often.

A little
help

here…?

my dogs
are barkin’
something

fierce!

Avoid “Danger Zone”
when reinflating tires

You also
want to avoid
increasing the
chances you’ll

have flats.

During stops,
also look for
rocks caught
between dual

tires.

Rocks rub
holes in tire

sidewalls.

I toldja
not to run
over that

brush!

Try not to run over overgrowth or brush that may have

spines and thorns that break off in tires and work their way

through. You’ll have more leaks than you can handle.
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If your vehicle does not

have an air restriction

indicator, your engine will

let you know when the

element is clogged. You’ll

notice poor acceleration,

lower power output or

heavy black smoke from

the exhaust.

Make sure your air induction system—hoses, inlets, outlets, filter elements—is in

good condition from the get-go.

Cracks, tears, holes and loose clamps let sand and dust get into engines. 

Clean air filter elements

often to keep engine per-

formance high. Keep a

close eye on the air

restriction indicator, if

your vehicle has one.

Once it turns red, stop!

If
you see
red…

…check air
filter element

Tap
element
with your
hand

Take out the
filter element
and tap it to
knock out
most dirt.

No restriction
indicator?

Look for black
smoke or
poor engine
performance

Use low-pressure
air…

…or wash
element

JUNE 02

We're your
first line of
defense in the
war against

sand and dust!

If that
doesn’t free

up the element,
your mechanic
needs to wash
or replace the

element.

Don’t bang it
against anything
hard because
you’ll bend its
sealing edge or

crush it.

Wheeled Vehicles…

An air hose
will blow away
stubborn dirt,
but use no
more than
30 psi. 



Bradley TOW Stud
Use NSN 5325-00-174-2882, part number MS27977-37N, to order a new stud for

the TOW launcher cover on your M2A2/M3A2 Bradley. The NSN and part number

shown for Item 25 in Fig 105 of TM 9-2350-284-24P-2 are wrong.
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Combat Vehicles…

Keep Grease Clean With Caps

Getting all the dirt, mud, and sand off your combat vehicle’s grease fittings

before lubing is important, crewmen. Using a dirty grease fitting forces dirt and

sand in along with the grease. Contaminated lube not only won’t do its job, but it

can damage bearings and other components.

One way to ensure clean

fittings is to keep ‘em cov-

ered. Protective caps, NSN

4730-00-289-8148, do a great

job of keeping grease fittings

unclogged and dirt-free. So

keep plenty on hand and use

‘em when doing PMCS.
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For air-cooled surfaces, keep them clean of oil and grease. These surfaces, part of

radiators, oil coolers and the like, transfer heat away from the water and oil inside

them as air flows past. Oil and grease attract dust and sand. The layer of dust and

sand keeps the air from entering and the heat from escaping, which causes engine

and transmission damage.

That provides
extra insurance
against contami-
nated grease.

with all this
dirt, I’ll never be
able to get clean
grease into the
roadwheel arms!

what you
need are

some grease
fitting
caps!

Wipe any oil or grease
off while you determine
where it’s coming from.
Let your mechanic know

about the leaks.

Keep an
eye on

air-cooled
surfaces!

HEMTT Blackout Light
Use NSN 6220-01-094-1440 to order a blackout light for the HEMTT. This light

costs less than—and works as well as—the blackout light shown as Item 1, Fig 92

of TM 9-2320-279-24P1.

HEMTT Socket Seal and Retainer
Use NSN 5330-01-146-7158 and NSN 5330-01-236-2179 to order the HEMTT

steering arm’s ball socket retainer and seal respectively. The NSNs shown as Items

10 and 11 in Fig 181 of TM 9-2320-279-24P-1 are no longer good.

Even capped
fittings should
be wiped off
before lubing,

though.
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Combat Vehicles…

Battling the Elements 

Clean Air 
Make sure your air induction system is in

good shape. That includes hoses, inlets, outlets,

precleaners, and filter elements. Cracks, tears,

holes and loose clamps let sand and dust get

into engines.

Pay attention to air restriction indicators.

Clean air filter elements as often as necessary to

keep engine performance high.

Your -10 TMs provide
a lot of good info
for taking care of
your combat vehicle
during hot, dusty and
sandy conditions. 

Here are a
few more
tips for

keeping your
vehicle up-
to-snuff…

Park your vehicle with the engine

compartment downwind. That allows

the bulk of the vehicle to shield the

engine from blowing sand or dust.

Keep all air-cooled surfaces—oil

coolers and radiators—free of oil and

grease. These surfaces transfer heat

away from the oil and water inside as air

flows past them. Oil and grease attract

dust and sand like magnets. The heat

can’t escape and engine and transmis-

sion damage are the result.

when it
comes to the
air induction
system, it pays
to sweat the
small stuff!

15

Clean air filters
frequently

Keep engine compartment downwind

Keep oil
coolers
clean

14

whew!
this heat
is unreal!

ah, The
heat I can
handle…

…it’s the
blasted sand and
dust that give
me problems!

WIND
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Track Maintenance
Check drive sprocket and roadwheel

mounting bolts before, during and after

operation. Sand, rocks and gravel tend to

break or damage lube fittings and relief

valves. Rough terrain causes hardware to

work loose.

Never neutral steer in soft sand. That

lets sand build up in the final drive sprock-

ets and can result in a thrown track. Make

fast turns wide. Keep short turns slow.

Pay attention to the tracks during at-halt inspections. Check track tension. Look

for cracked end connectors and broken link pins.

On tanks, look for damage to the right front

roadwheel support arm and sheared mounting

bolts on the No. 1 right or left roadwheel arm

housing.

M113-series carriers have more trouble with left

rear idler arm bearing burnout. Check often and

keep the grease gun handy.

Since you’ll be lubing bearings much more

often in sandy and dusty conditions, make sure you

wipe away any excess lube when you’re finished.

Grease attracts sand, and combined the two can

grind away metal.

Clean Fuel 
It’s critical to keep fuel clean during refueling. Always wipe off the nozzle

before refueling. If you suspect there’s dirt inside the nozzle, flush it out or take

the nozzle off and clean it. Keep the fuel nozzle capped when it’s not in use.

Blow away loose dust and sand from

the vehicle’s fuel filler opening before

removing the cap. When the fuel nozzle is

in place, use a clean rag to close off any

gaps between the nozzle and the fuel filler

opening. That keeps blowing sand and

dust from getting into the fuel tank. Close

the fuel cap tight when you’re finished.

No matter how careful you are, some

dirt is going to get into the fuel system.

That means draining the fuel filters to

keep ‘em from clogging.

Draining the fuel filters also gets rid of

condensation that results from cool nights

and hot days. You may need to drain fuel

filters more than once a day to keep

engine performance high, but they should

always be drained at least once a day to

keep water from diluting the fuel.

Clean Water

Optics Care
Cover glass surfaces when they’re not

being used. Scouring and etching by sand and

dust will ruin them. That’s especially true for

sighting and fire control equipment.

The buildup of dust on these surfaces can

also degrade low-light vision. So keep sur-

faces as clean as possible using the specific

cleaners called out in your TMs. Optical lens

cleaning compound, NSN 6850-00-227-1887,

can be used if your TM does not list one.

During dust or sandstorms, you might want

to use self-clinging plastic film to cover

optics between missions. NSN 8135-00-043-

5331 gets a 100-ft roll of 111⁄2-in wide film.
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Blow away dust and sand
before opening fuel cap

Drain fuel filters
at least daily

Check and lube drive sprockets
and roadwheel arms often

Look for damaged
roadwheel support
arms and bolts

Use only clean
water from a
reliable source
for filling
radiators.

Use only clean water from a reliable source for filling

radiators. Local water supplies often contain mineral

deposits that will eventually clog radiator cores.

If local water must be used, filter it through a clean

cloth before adding it to a radiator. Then, clean and purge

the radiator at the next opportunity.

are you
sure that
water’s
clean?

this sand
is killing
my optics!



Most people don't work well under a lot of pressure. The same holds true for the

roadwheels on your M88A1 recovery vehicle, crewmen.

A roadwheel relief valve that's clogged with crud won't relieve pressure when

you pump in new grease. The pressure grows until something gives—usually the

hub seal.

When the seal goes, so does

the lube. The result is burned-

out bearings.

So before adding new

grease, use a cloth to wipe

away any dirt and mud from

the relief valve. Then pull out

on the valve stem.

If it slides out smoothly and

pops back in when you release

it, the valve's OK. If it doesn't,

replace it with relief valve,

NSN 4820-01-070-7670.
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M88A1 Recovery Vehicles…

Valve stem
sticks?

Replace
relief valve

I don’t get
it! I just
lubed those
roadwheels!

yeah, but you
didn’t clean
my relief

valves first!

my
seals
are all
blown!

you’re gonna
get my cannon
tube condemned

before
its time!

let’s see…
we fired 20

rounds and the
temperature’s
above 100°…

…so that
means we
record…
40 rounds!

don’t retire tube too early

the M256 cannon tube on your M1A1/A2 tank isn’t cheap, crewmen, so don’t

replace it before you have to. The safe service life of the M256 cannon tube is

1,500 equivalent full charge (EFC) rounds. For some cannon tubes, when the

ammunition’s ambient temperature rises to 100°F or higher, the EFC count

increases from one to two for each round fired.

There is no temperature sensitivity for M256 ammunition, so its EFC count

remains at one regardless of the temperature. See Page B-5 of TM 9-1000-202-14,

Evaluation of Cannon Tubes, for the straight scoop.

Don’t mistakenly enter the wrong number of rounds on the DA Form 2408-4,

Gun Record Card, just because it’s hot outside. If you do, the tube will be con-

demned too early.

M1A1 MRS O-Ring
Use NSN 5331-00-965-0719 to get improved O-rings for the muzzle reference

sensor (MRS) on your M1A1/A2 tank. The old O-rings, NSN 5331-00-724-7902,

leak, requiring constant changing of the desiccant. Make a note until Item 10 in

Fig 90 of TM 9-2350-264-24P-2 and Item 9 in Fig 79 of TM 9-2350-288-24P-2

can be changed.

Hey, waitaminit!
temperature
doesn’t affect
my rounds fired

count!

M1A1/A2 Tanks…
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M113A2 FOV…

what a
great

morning
for a
drive!

speak for
yourself! lack
of PM has me

suffering from
heat exhaustion!

But no
matter how

high the
temperature
goes,  pm is

still the best
way to keep
your vehicle

running cool.

Coolant Levels
If you operate with low coolant levels, the

engine overheats and is ruined. So take a look

at the coolant level daily before operation. Be

sure coolant is within 1⁄2 inch of the bottom of

the filler neck. Keep the level up at all times.

If the coolant level is low, have your

mechanic give the system a complete inspec-

tion for leaks.

Engine Warmup 
Your engine will last longer if you always warm it up before you move out. Oil

drains out of bearings when the engine is at rest. You need to give the oil time to

circulate before you move your carrier.

After you start the engine, check

the ENGINE OIL HI TEMP LO

PRESS warning light. Make sure it

goes out within 10 seconds. Then,

set the hand throttle between 800

and 1,000 rpm and let the engine

run for 3-5 minutes. That lets the

coolant and engine oil warm up.

Engine Shutdown 
Before you shut off the engine,

run it in neutral at 800 to 1,000

rpm until you get a normal idle

temperature of 160-180°F on the

TEMP gauge. Then, set the

engine back to idle (650-700 rpm)

for a few seconds. Finally, pull the

fuel cut-off handle to shut down

the engine.
Keep coolant level within
1⁄2 inch of filler neck bottom

Idle at 800 to 1,000 rpm for
3-5 minutes to warm up…

…and again
before shut-
down…

…then pull
fuel cutoff
handle

shut down
properly

or you may be
shutting down
permanently!

Fact is,
over-

heating is
a leading
cause of

engine
damage.

when it gets
hot outside, it’s

a lot harder
to keep your

M113A2 carrier
cool on the
inside.

remember to
warm me up
and shut me

down properly,
pal!
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Stuck rounds can ruin your M16 rifle or M4 carbine and injure you. In other words,

HANDLE WITH CARE when it comes to stuck rounds. 

If you hear an unusual pop while firing your M16 or have reduced recoil or your

rifle won’t chamber a new round, it probably has a stuck round. 

Carefully follow the procedure for clearing stuck rounds that begins on Page 0008

00-21 in TM 9-1005-319-10 (Oct 98). But when you come to the part about running

a cleaning rod down the barrel, do this:

Lock the bolt to the rear. Look for the end

of the cleaning rod as you run it down the bar-

rel. If you see the end of the rod, you know

you’ve pushed the rod all the way through to

the chamber and there is no stuck round. 

If you cannot see the end of the rod, you

know there is a stuck round.

Air Cleaner
Your engine will lose

power and overheat if

the air cleaner element

is choked with dirt. If

the air cleaner restric-

tion indicator shows red

in the window, clean or

replace the element.

Belts 
The fan and generator belts can contribute to engine overheating, too.

When the belts get too loose, the fan and the coolant pump can't operate fast

enough to keep the engine from overheating.

Check the belts by pushing

on them halfway between the

pulleys. If you can push either

belt more than 5⁄8 inch, get your

mechanic to adjust them.

Check the idler adjuster

rod, too. If the rod is not

between the operating range

marks, tell your mechanic.

Radiator Fins
Your radiator can't do a good job

of conducting heat if its fins are

clogged with dirt, oil, leaves, grass

or twigs. Anything that restricts air-

flow through the radiator keeps the

coolant hot and overheats the engine.

Keep your equipment—packs,

water cans, tents, camouflage

screening, poles, etc—off the air

intake and the air exhaust grilles.

Make sure both are clean and free of

dirt, twigs, leaves and other debris.

If you use protective covers over

the grilles, make sure they're rolled

up and strapped in place before you

operate your vehicle.

I thought
the barrel
was empty!

I ran a
cleaning rod

down the
barrel… and

didn’t find
any round!

you didn’t
run it all

the way down
the barrel,
SPECialist

dudd.

Make sure
you can
see end of
cleaning
rod

Is the
indicator
rEd?

Then it’s
time to

clean or
replace the

element.

Get loose
belts adjusted

Keep radiator
fins cleaned

Keep
equipment
off grilles

M16-Series Rifle, M4/M4A1 Carbine…
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“Clean your gun often.
That means at
least daily in the
desert. Something
as quick as wiping
off the outside of
your gun with a
clean cloth every
chance you get
will help. Cleaning
that involves
disassembly
should be done
only in enclosed
areas, like your
tent. Otherwise,
blowing sand
will defeat
your cleaning.”

“Easy on lubrication.
Lubricants like CLP
attract sand.
Corrosion is not a big
problem in the desert,
so you don’t need as
much lube. Lube only
internal parts. Wipe
the outside of the
weapon dry.”

“Use rifle covers,
muzzle caps, and 
spare magazine bags.
Cover mounted machine guns.
Keep the M16/M4’s ejection
port cover closed and a
magazine installed.”

“Pay special attention to moving parts
like the bolt carrier.

Wipe and brush
them clean.
Blow out sand
from areas like
the trigger
assembly that
you’re not
allowed to 
take apart.”

“Clean magazines.
Magazines jam with
sand. Unload and
wipe off ammo daily.
Run a rag through
the magazine.
Don’t put any lube
in magazines or
on ammo.”

I like a
clean

magazine in
the desert!

all this lube
has made me a
sand magnet!

are you
sure this

will protect
me from
sand!?

what’s
wrong!?
why won’t
you fire?!

ppft!

that’s it
for me!
pffp!

phhpt! sand
has stopped my
moving parts
from moving!

Even
worse, it
mixes with
lube…

…and forms
a scouring
powder

that grinds
up parts. 

Sand blows in
places like the

muzzle and ejection
port and stops
moving parts.

Sand can stop your
rifle, machine gun, or
pistol from firing.

Stop sand from
stopping you and
your weapon by
paying attention
to a few rules…

Small Arms…
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“a Fiery horse with
the speed of light…
a cloud of dust
and a hearty

hi-yo platinum…”

“return with
us to those
thrilling
days of
yesteryear…
as we learn
of the true
origin of the

lone
stranger!”

A small band of
texas rangers are
hot on a trail… yeah. they bin

on a rampage!
killin’ an 
robbin’…

butch calendish
an’ his outlaw gang

have been seen
hereabouts…

they walked
right into it,

butch!

let’s make
sure they
ain’t walkin’

out!

we
gotta
stop
‘em!

but, first,
we gotta
find ‘em.

keep yer
eyes open…

this box
canyon could

be a trap!

The Lone The Lone StrangerStranger
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stop
shootin’!!
hold yer
fire!

that’s one bunch
o’ texas rangers

what ain’t gonna be
botherin’ us no

more!

Sometime later,
as the sun begins
to set…

“only their horses
are still standin’…
an they ain’t talkin’!”

so this is
what all the
shooting
was about.

w-we… were
ambushed.
the others-?

only you
were left
alive.

these men
are all dead!
…shot from

above!

I’m john
reed. 

wh-who…
are you?

If my
stirrup
hadn’t

broken and
caused me
to slip,

that bullet
would’ve
killed me.

that is
the first
time poor
preventive
maintenance
ever saved

a life!you are
a lucky
man, john
reed.

wait!
one is
still

moving.
He’s not
dead…
yet.

I’m pronto. you
only have a

shoulder wound…
you’ll be o.k.

you don’t
know how
lucky!
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preventive
maintenance?
what’s that?

Two weeks later…
Later, after a quick fix…

I’m all healed,
thanks to you,
pronto. now I’m
going after butch

calendish.

let calendish wait.
PM must come first.
your equipment is in

bad shape.

sorry, pronto. I have
to stop butch before

he kills again.

If you will not
heed the wisdom
of PM, at least
accept this gift.

silver bullets!
excellent, pronto.
these will become a
symbol of truth
and justice.

a mask! this will hide
my identity and strike
fear into the hearts of

evil-doers.

maybe, but it
will also save
embarrassment
when your equip-
ment fails… from
a lack of pm.

being
alone has
made you a
strange
man,

ranger.

alone…
strange…
ranger…
that’s it,
pronto!
from now
on I’ll be
known
as-

…the lone
stranger!

Hi-yo,
platinum!
steady,
boy…
steady.

others will know
you as the lone
stranger. to me,

you are kemo sabe.

kemo sabe? that
must be a native
term of respect
and admiration.
thank you, pronto.

actually, kemo
sabe means ‘man
who does no pm’.

good luck,
kemo sabe…
you will
need it!

Before
long… sorry, platinum…

I should’ve
checked your
shoes before

we left.

ouch! my feet are
killing me, too.

these boots weren’t
made for walkin’!

one
more
thing…

It means 
taking care
of your
equipment.

fixing small
problems
before they
become big
ones. my

people call 
it PM.

who needs PM? ‘soon as
this shoulder heals, Luck
and daring will help me

bring calendish to justice!

no. silver bullets
will not rust easily.
they’re more likely
to fire than the
corroded brass

bullets in your belt.
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As night

falls…
Minutes

later…

this walking is
ruining us both.
Got to rest…

wait! that lighted
cabin… it’s butch
calendish’s
hideout!

It’s them alright!
and they’re holding
some poor woman

captive!

reach for the
stars, varmints!
your killing and

stealing days are
over!

let me go, you
miserable bad
guys! you won’t

get away with this!
now, now, missy…

we’ll set you loose
jest as soon’s yer pa
pays yer ransom!

shore
we will.

Har!
Har!
har!

but yore
in deep
trouble.

In fact, I got
my doubts if

either one o’ you
is gonna ever

walk outta here.

You’d better
let us go,
butch! the

law will deal
harshly with

you if-

you
tell ‘em,
butch.
h’yuh!

you
tell ‘em,
butch.
h’yuh!

shaddup!

this here’s constance
rodD, the banker’s

daughter. and he thinks
payin’ her ransom’s
gonna get her home.

but I got
other plans,
masked man.

ma’am.

hmph

Har! Har! har!
I don’t know
who you are,
stranger… or

why yore alone.
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we’re goin’ to pick up the
ransom money now, so you two
just make y’rselves t’home.

…let the
girl go. the
law will go
easier-

you must be
plumb loco,
stranger!
let ‘er go?
no way!

let’s
go,

boys.

what
about them
two, butch?

no problem
[puff, puff] 

they can keep each
other company…

fer a while.

It gets a
might chilly at
night. so… I’ll
warm ‘em up

a bit.

saddle
up, boys!
we’re gonna
need a new
hideout.

will lack of PM
spell doom for
our hero and the
banker’s daughter?
tune in next month
to the july issue
of PS and find out
in the thrilling
conclusion to…

the lone
stranger!

this’ll
keep the
chill out.

be
smart,
butch…

a burning
building… a

masked man …
I’ve got to get
a social life.

wh-why didn’t I
listen to pronto?
PM could have
prevented this!



Prepare the Soil 
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Grounding in the DesertGrounding in the Desert
Soils like clay

and loam are good
conductors. Dry

sand is not. You’re not
done yet?
What’s the
hold up?

hey, I gotta
get to that
water table! 

The best salt is
magnesium sulfate.
Next are copper
sulfate and then
calcium chloride,

(ordinary rock salt
or kitchen salt).

Start with
5 gallons of
the mixture.

Because sand is a poor conductor,
getting a good earth ground in the
desert requires extra time and effort.

Before You Drive

Dig a shallow trench
around the ground rod
at a distance of 18 inches
so that the mixture
does not run off.

Pour it slowly
so it sinks into

the ground.

Use the salt and water mixture
often. In the desert it may take
a daily mix to do the job.

Soil conductivity can be
improved by keeping the soil
moist and by adding a salt-
water mixture to the area
around the ground rod. 

Use a pound
of salt for
each gallon
of water. 

You’re doing
that again
today?!

yep.
today and
every day!

If you can, locate your
equipment near an oasis
or subterranean water.

Use a sectional
ground rod and add
extensions to reach
deeper into the soil
until the rod no
longer can be driven.

If you can’t,
make sure you

use the salt and
water mixture.

In the desert,
it is a good idea
if the grounding
rod reaches the

water table,
but that may
not always be

possible.

sounds
like you’ve
gone far
enough!

Make sure the
grounding rod is
clean. Grease, oil,
paint and corrosion
on the rod make it
a poor conductor. 

If you use a sledge hammer, wear
safety gloves to protect your hands
from metal fragments when you
drive in the rod.

Before you drive, dig a hole
at least 12 inches deep and
36 inches square.

The top of the rod
must be below
ground level.

Drive the rod in the
center of the hole.
Drive it straight.
If the soil won’t
permit the rod to go
in straightly, make
sure the driving
angle is no more
than 45 degrees.

Wear
safety

goggles,
too!

12

36

36



Grounding Plates
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Leave about 3 inches of the
rod section above the rim of
the hole. When adding rod
extensions make sure each
section is tightly connected
to the previous one.

If they’re not
tight, when you
drive in the rod,
you’ll damage
the coupling
sleeve threads.

If possible,
use a driving
hammer when
installing a
sectioned

ground rod.

Slide hammer, NSN
5120-01-013-1676, makes
it easier to drive
rods, and easier to
get them out, too.
For driving rods into
very hard desert
ground, use a 12-lb
sledge hammer, NSN
5120-00-293-0887.

If three rods are
used, drive them in a
triangular pattern.

Use a driving bolt on the top
section and make sure it’s tight.
A loose bolt will break off.

Don’t hit the threaded end of
the rod with the hammer. This
will damage the
threads, too.

Drive in the additional
rods two to four rod

lengths apart.

If more than four rods are
used, put them in a straight
line or a star pattern, which
works well in the desert.

When using multiple
rods always
connect all the
rods together,
the final rod being
connected to the
equipment to be
grounded.

Ground rod
assembly, NSN

5975-00-878-3791,
comes with…

If you can’t drive
a ground rod
more than 4 feet,
dig a hole, add
the salt-water
mixture and then
bury the rod
horizontally
almost 11/4 feet
deep.

They also give you a
large, metallic area
that is in contact with
the soil. The ground
plates-use two to
four-should be spaced
at least 10 feet apart.

Since sand is easy to
move, grounding
plates can be a good
idea in the desert. 

To make a ground
plate, start with
a clean, copper or
steel plate or
sheet 1/4 inch thick. 

The plate should have at least
3 square feet of surface contact
with the ground. The larger the
plate, the lower the resistance
and the better the ground.

The plate should have at least
3 square feet of surface contact
with the ground. The larger the
plate, the lower the resistance
and the better the ground.

Along with the
plate you’ll need
a metal bolt, nut
and lock washer
to attach the
ground wire.

Drill a hole in the
center of the plate
just large enough for
the bolt. Dig a hole so
that the plate can be
buried vertically, the
top edge about 5 feet
below the surface. 

It’s easier to
bury the plate
vertically and
still ensure
good soil
contact on
both sides of
the plate. 

Pour your
mixture of water
and salt into the
soil around the

plate to
further increase

conductivity.

don’t
damage the
threads,

man!

Couplings      5975-00-794-2523

Clamp       
5999-00-186-3912

Drive/head stud
5975-00-924-9927

Terminal lug
5940-00-271-9504

No.6 AWG wire   
6145-00-395-8799

Rods        5975-00-878-3791

If you cannot reach
the water table with a
single ground rod or
one with extensions,
use multiple grounds
and the salt-water

mixture.



Bad Moisture
Overnight, condensation forms on metal sur-

faces that are cooler than the air temperature.

This condensation can affect electrical

plugs, jacks and connectors. If condensation is

affecting your commo connectors, tape over all

connectors that may be exposed to moisture

overnight. This prevents that moisture from

contaminating the contacts.

Plugs should be dried before inserting them

into equipment jacks. Excessive moisture or

dew should be removed from antenna connec-

tors to prevent arcing.
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Good Moisture
Put damp rags on the tops of radios to keep them

cool. Make sure the rags are damp, not soaking wet.

Soggy rags lead to water inside the radio. Some of you

have tried letting ice melt on top of a set. Don’t. That

much water assures some will get inside and do damage.

Before you put on the damp rag,

make sure all screws are screwed

down tight and all seals are in good

condition.

Here are a
few desert
maintenance

tips.

Of course, whenever possible,

shade your radio. Use cardboard

or your vehicle’s canvas top.

Anything will help that keeps

the glaring sun off the radio, but

doesn’t hold in the heat.

A fan will run itself to death

trying to cool your radio in the

desert. Give the radio the mois-

ture-and-shade treatment to help

the fan.

Cool radio down
with damp rags

Check
screws and
seals before
adding
damp rags

Give radio shade
whenever possible

Cover exposed
connectors with tape

JUNE 02

that sun might be
menacing, but with the
proper precautions,
your time in the

desert will be like a
holiday in the sun!

Commo in the Desert…

hold it!
before you
do this,
read on…

In the desert-
NTC or elsewhere-
maintenance of radio
sets and other

electronic equipment
is tough. It’s easy
for sand and heat to
damage equipment.



A Little More Cleaning

Keep all cooling fans clean

and their vents clear of all

clogging sand, dust and dirt.

Use a brush or compressed

air—whatever your equip-

ment TM says—to clean the

fan and the areas around it. 
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Some Things to Check
If you have any broken or missing knobs, switches or connectors, get them

replaced.

Dirt and sand work into the con-

nectors and keep the contacts from

touching. If they’re dirty or making

bad contact, clean them with low-

pressure air or a soft brush. 

Keep connector caps on audio con-

nectors to keep out dirt and sand

when the radio’s not in use.

If you have loose or missing panel

or cover screws, tighten or replace

them. A missing screw lets dirt and

sand get inside your set.

Give your commo equipment

room to breathe. If you pile gear on

or around it, heat quickly builds up.

Keep field gear, maps, manuals and

other items away from the RT blower

fan. Blocking the airflow will cause

the heat to build up inside your set.

Make sure loose latches and mounts are tightened properly or repaired. They

can cause commo equipment to bounce out on a rough desert ride.

Check the whip

antenna’s mast base

to be sure the contact

is clean. Use low

pressure air or a soft

brush to clean it.

No Moisture
Static electricity is common in the desert. It’s caused by wind-blown sand and

extremely low humidity. Poor grounding conditions aggravate the problem. Make

sure your equipment is properly grounded.

Be sure to use tip caps on all antennas to

cut down on wind-caused static discharges.

Electrical Insulation
Wind-blown sand and grit

will damage electrical wire

insulation over a period of

time. All exposed cables

should be protected with

tape or large shrink-wrap

tubing before insulation

becomes worn. Of course,

keep dust caps on all cable

connectors when not in use. 

Sand will also find its way

into parts of items such as

spaghetti cord plugs, either

preventing electrical contact

or making it impossible to

join the plugs together.

Carry an old toothbrush and

use it to clean plugs before

they are joined.

Protect cables
from wind-
blown sand

Use toothbrush
to clean plugs

Keep cooling fans
and their vents clean

[wheeze]
what part
of “Don’t
pile stuff
on me”
don’t you
get?!

Keep caps on
connectors

Missing screw
lets dirt and
sand get in set

Clean antenna
contact with soft
brush or low
pressure air

Make sure
you have a
cap and that
you use it!



Don’t use the air hose

unless you have an air gun,

NSN 4940-00-333-5541, to

attach to it.  The air gun limits

the outlet pressure to 30 psi, a

safe level that won’t damage

the filter or injure you.

If you don’t have an air

hose and air gun, tap the filter

and shake the dust out. If your

mission permits, wash the fil-

ter in warm water and a mild

detergent, NSN 7930-00-929-

1221. Let it air dry for a few

hours before reinstalling it.

Dust also collects on the

recessed area and the metal

screen where the filter fits on

the transmitter. Use a cloth to

wipe them clean.
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ometimes something real small can cause really big headaches. Dust is tiny, but

it packs a big, damaging punch like when it clogs the transmitter’s air filter on the

AN/GRC-103 radio.

Dust clogging the air filter makes the ventilation fan work harder and harder to

suck in cooling air. The transmitter overheats and the OVERHEAT lamp comes on

and stays on. The transmission signal degrades or the signal goes out altogether.

That’s just the begin-

ning of the problems.

Components begin to

burn up—like driver

tubes, the RF amplifier,

frequency generating cir-

cuits and the transmitting

section of the duplexer.

All this is
not good

and all this is

avoidable.

Overheat
lamp on?
Inspect
air filter!

Look at the filter before and during operations to make sure it’s

clean and stays that way. If you’re in a dusty environment, make

your checks more frequent.

If the filter is dusty,

remove it from the

transmitter by loosen-

ing the captive screws.

Use an air hose and air

gun to blow dust out of

the filter. Direct the air-

flow from the inside of

the filter to the outside.

Remove air
filter…

…and blow
out dust

Order replacement
filter with NSN
4130-00-879-2280

Wipe dust off
transmitter

Also wipe down

the transmitter

frequently to keep

dust away from the

ventilation fan.

Yikes!!
here

comes

the dust
devil!

AN/GRC-103 Radio…
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Windshields
Before you cover the windshields,

clean them and the cover. Even fine dust

can scratch the windshield when the wind

blows. When you attach the cover, make

sure it’s snug. Otherwise, wind will blow

sand under the edges.

Optics and Commo

When not in use, keep optic

lenses covered with cling film,

NSN 5330-00-766-0062. Use a

vacuum, NSN 7910-00-807-3704,

to suck up dirt and sand from

instrument panels, switches, flight

controls and cable connectors. 

When not in use, keep all avion-

ics equipment covered. Just a little

sand will grind up delicate commo. 

Aircraft maintenance
in the desert starts
with keeping your
bird clean and
under cover.

That way, blowing
sand can’t destroy
optics, aircraft wind-
shields, avionics,
and engines.

Check out the cover
information in these TMs
to keep sand at bay…

TM 1-1500-204-23-1
TM 1-1520-237-23P-5
TM 1-1520-238-23-1 and -8
TM 55-1520-240-23-1
TM 55-1520-240-10
TM 1-1520-252-23-1
TM 1-1520-252-10

Cover windshield
in blowing sand

Sand’s worst
destruction is
unleashed on
your optics and
communications
equipment.

Vacuum sand
out of console 

Protect AN/ALQ-144A
countermeasure set
with a cover

hurry with the
covers, buddy!
The sandman
wants to put
me to sleeP… 
permanently!

I need a
cover for
my mast
mounted

sight before
I go blind!

arrgh!
my engines
are choking
on sand!

my an/alq-144a
window panes are
gettin’ hammered
out here! get my

cover!

hold your
rotors, all a’
ya! I’m getting
your covers!

All Aircraft…
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UH-60…

Worn Out Washers

Black Hawk repairmen, a quick glance at the control rods is simply not enough to

spot bad nylon washers during your scheduled PMS-1 checklist inspections.

The control rods connect primary servos to the swashplate, which controls air-

craft flight.  A bad washer could spell curtains for you and your bird if you don’t

thoroughly inspect the rods. That could lead to flight control failure. 

So during your 30-hr/42-day

flight control inspection, eyeball

the control rods closely and check

for everything that sequence num-

ber 6.4 of TM 1-1520-237-PMS-1

tells you to.  Make especially sure

the nylon washers haven’t begun

to peel off the control rods from

wear and tear. 

If you have bad washers,

replace ‘em like it says in section

11-4 of TM 1-1520-237-23-6.  

Check control rods for
unbonded nylon washers

you’ve been
a workhorse
lately. It’s
time you get
an inspection.

buddy,
you got
that
right!

while you’re
at it, make sure

my nylon
washers

haven’t peeled
off from the
control rods!
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Engines
Sand gets trapped in excess

grease and forms a paste that wears

out lubricated parts. Keep the

engine inlet cover on and tight. If it

blows off, or doesn’t seal the inlet,

the engine will fill with sand. Then

you can kiss your engine goodbye.

Rotor Blades Other Areas
Tape all openings or seams around

windows, chin bubbles, and access

panels. Be thorough, but be sure you

don’t stop airflow that is needed to

cool parts. 

Of course, always check out TM

1-1500-204-23-1 and FM 1-202,

Environmental Flight, for other hot

weather and desert environment tips.

Your engine
can also fall
victim to the
destructive
power of
sand.

Plug engine to
keep sand out

Sand in the
air tears into
leading edges
of your bird’s
rotor blades. 

“Look for blade erosion after
every flight and clean ‘em and
cover them like your TM says.” Kennon Aircraft Covers

P. O. Box 628
919 W. Brundage Lane
Sheridan, WY 82801

If you need
covers fabricated,

contact…

E-mail:
lanekennon@kennoncovers.com
Fax: (307) 674-7182
Phone: 1-800-674-0809
Web: http://kennoncovers.com 
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Avenger Missile System…Avenger Missile System…

One Avenger cable you don’t ever want to work loose is the W103 cable for the envi-

ronmental control unit/primary power unit (ECU/PPU). The W103 has a shielded

ground. If the cable loosens, it arcs and can start a fire. You could be cooked in the

turret.

During your before-operation PMCS, check all the cables between the ECU and

PPU for looseness, but pay special attention to the W103. 

Firmly grasp the W103’s connector

and try to turn it clockwise. If you can

move it at all, your repairman needs to

tighten it to 95-105 in-lbs. Even if you

can’t budge the W103, but suspect it

might have problems, get your repair-

man to check it. Better safe than sorry.

Repairmen, remember that you’re

supposed to check the W103’s torque

every 250 hours of operation or semi-

annually, whichever comes first. 

This is spelled out on Page 2-13 of

Table 2-1 in TM 9-1440-433-24-1.

The W103 torquing procedure is in

Para 19-31 in TM 9-1440-433-24-2.

To properly torque the W103 connec-

tor on the bottom of ECU, you must

remove the antenna bracket and W101

and W102 cables. PS 595 JUNE 0250

AH-64A…

Dear Editor,
Even though MWO 1-1520-238-50-50 moved the AN/AVR-2A laser

detection comparator and the AN/APR-39A digital processor into the
Apache’s left avionics bay (L295) to keep them dry, water leaks still
happen. 
When we wash the bird, water enters the bay through the vent above

the L295 bay door. That water can short out the components and cause
corrosion. 
But we’ve come up with a quick

fix that plugs the vent and keeps
pesky water and other contami-
nants out of the bay. Just order
some cushioning material, NSN
8135-01-005-8974. This foam
is used to shadow most tool
boxes. Cut a 1-in thick piece of
plastic foam 6 X 6.25 inches.
Attach a REMOVE BEFORE
FLIGHT flag with elastic cord,
NSN 8305-00-276-7575.
Then shove the foam into the
opening and you’re ready to wash. 

SGT Glenn Layne
D Co, 1-183 Avn Bn
Idaho ARNG

From the

desk of 

the Editor

Great job! That

foam will keep the

water at bay.     

[phew]

you sure

could stand

a good
bath!

you’re

tellin’ me! but

plug up my

vent first…

…that

water can do

a number on

my avionics!

Uh-oh…

somebody
forgot to

check the

w103 cable!

Insert foam into
vent before washing

Turn W103 clockwise
to check for looseness

Remove
antenna
bracket and
W101 and
W102 cables
to torque
W103
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Coolant Reservoir Bottles
Remember that the coolant reser-

voir bottles are under 6,000 pounds

of pressure. When you’re installing

a bottle in an SVML, make sure

nobody is standing behind the

launcher. A bottle can take off like a

rocket if its coupling malfunctions. 

All that pressure can cause leaks

if you leave the bottles hooked up

when the Avenger sits for weeks in

the motor pool. To release the pres-

sure on a bottle, just open its quick-

release clamp and turn the bottle

slowly counterclockwise until you

hear a hiss. Then close and latch the

quick-release clamp. Don’t let any-

body stand behind the launcher

while you do this.

Captive Flight Trainer
Be careful plugging

in the captive flight

trainer. The SVML con-

nector has delicate pins.

If you muscle the train-

er connector on and

bend the pins, it’s an

expensive and lengthy

procedure to replace the

SVML connector.

Avenger Missile System…

Shoot Down Launcher Problems

An Avenger with a standard vehicle-mounted launcher (SVML) in bad shape isn’t

going to sting many enemy aircraft.

But you can shoot down many launcher problems with PM. 

Be Clean
Just a little dirt and moisture can be fatal to your SVML’s cryogenics or elec-

tronics. They cause firing problems or even no firing. So think clean and dry. 

The best way to seal out dirt and

moisture is to use the SVML pro-

tective caps as much as possible,

especially during travel. The caps

are cheap, so order plenty of

extras. The rear caps come with

NSN 5340-00-855-7993, the front

caps with NSN 5340-00-157-

5624, and the caps for the pressure

gauge holes with NSN 5340-01-

348-6514. 

It’s also important to use the

caps for the SVML cryogenic and

electronic ports as much as possi-

ble to further seal out dirt and

moisture. Order replacement cryo-

genic caps with NSN 5340-01-

466-1897 and the electronic caps

with NSN 5340-01-466-1898. 

Use caps to
seal out dirt
and moisture

Keep people
away from
rear of SVML
when installing
coolant bottle

Turn slowly counterclock-
wise until you hear hiss

Connector for
captive flight
trainer is
delicate.
Be careful

Use electronic
and cryogenic
caps, too

Vacuum dirt
out of SVML

no SVML
PM means
stingers

can’t sting!

g’wan,
gettoutta
here!

Letting dirt build up inside the

SVML isn’t going to help keep dirt out

of the cryogenics or electronics.

Whenever you notice much dirt, use a

shop vac to suck it up. Of course, keep

the SVMLs closed as much as possible

to keep out dirt.
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M12A1 Decon…

The M12A1 decon generates lots of heat while it operates, so you have to keep it

cool while it's running and let it cool off before you shut it down. Otherwise, it can

suffer major damage, like warped pistons. So think cool.

Thinking cool begins with

"panels off, shroud on." If the

side panels are left on while

the M12A1 is running, heat

can't escape. So before start-

up, remove all five panels. 

But keep the engine shroud

latched in place. It directs cool

air around the engine for effi-

cient cooling. 

But the shroud won't do

much good if it doesn't fit—

and new shrouds don't fit. The

shroud wasn't designed for the

M12A1. Support can make it

fit by using the info on Page 2-

77 in TM 3-4230-209-30&P. 

Remember to adjust the

engine air control handle to

the outside temperature.

Shutdown
To shut down the heater unit, put

the heater switch in the PURGE

ON position. Let the heater run for

2 minutes after combustion stops,

then turn the heater receptacle

switch on the pump to OFF. 

Check the heater's water temper-

ature gauge. If the temperature is

above 100°F, continue to cycle

water through the boiler until the

temperature drops. Once it's below

100°, it's safe to shut off the heater.

Give the pump engine a chance

to cool off, too. Let the pump idle

for 10-15 minutes at 500-600 rpm.

Then shut down the pump by turn-

ing the FUEL-SHUT OFF valve

before you move the starter switch

to STOP. Otherwise, fuel collects

in the carburetor. Next time you

start the engine it could backfire

and burn somebody—or the engine

won't start at all. 
Remove
panels before
starting

Shroud
latched?

Let engine
run at 500-600
rpm for 10-15
minutes

Wait till water temperature
drops below 100°F

let’s be
cool, daddio-

cool with
PM!

requital
recognition,

daddio!

your groovy pm
has, like, given me

a one-way ticket to
coolsville! Dig?

he says
“thanks”.

oh.



M40-, M42-Series Masks…

When Must Canisters
Be Changed?

Dear Half-Mast,
How often must NBC NCOs

change the canisters on the
M40/M42-series masks in
order to protect soldiers from
agents like anthrax? 

SFC J.P.

Dear Sergeant J.P.,

If you’re operating where there have been no chemical attacks and no

blood agent CK (cyanogen choloride) threat, change the canister annually. 

In an area with no confirmed chemical attacks but a CK threat in a climate

that’s cold and humid or warm and moderately humid, change the canister

annually. Change it every 39 weeks when it’s hot and dry. Change it every

10 weeks when it’s hot and humid.

For units that have experienced chemical attacks, change the canister

every 30 days. 

Whenever a soldier has trouble drawing breath through the canister, it

should be changed. 

For more information, see FM 3-4, NBC Protection. If you don’t have a

copy, your pubs clerk can order it with IDN 110736 and PIN 058794. 

SB 3-30-2, Canister and Filter Elements (Serviceability Lists), has info on

which canisters are still good. It’s part of EM 0045, the CD-ROM that

contains most of the NBC TMs. Unopened canisters have a 5-year renewable

shelf life. 
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M17-Series and M12A1 Decons…

this m17
checks out…
guess I’m done
for the day.

hey! Hey!
what about
me!? pumps
need PM,
too!

Your M17 or M12
decon will run
dry in the field if
you forget these
PM points for the
65-gpm pump.

Before you go to the field,
check both the inlet and outlet
hose connectors for gaskets. If a
gasket is missing or cracked, the
pump can't build up enough pres-
sure to pump water.

In the field, don't fasten either
hose more than hand-tight. If you
overtighten either hose, you'll
strip the threads. That's the last
time you'll be able to fasten that
hose tight.

Your repairman
can order new
gaskets with PN
13230E5325 from
Schleyer Pump,
(765) 643-3334.

Gasket
missing or
cracked?

Don’t screw on hoses
more than hand-tight



ANTI-CONTACT GLOVE

HEAVY DUTY WORK GLOVE

Tents, Tarps and Vehicle Covers…
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Gloves…

Gloves
aren’t just
for cold
weather.

“Anyone who has
to work on metal 
equipment on a
hot, sunny day
quickly finds
that out.”

An approved repair process
for coated polyester tent, tarp
and vehicle cover material is
available to fix tears, holes

and leaking seams.

The repair is
much more

effective than
patches and
tape. check it

out!

A fabrication and repair shop
located near Ft Hood, TX, under

the U.S. Army Electronic
Proving Ground (EPG), can
permanently repair coated

polyester material. 

and The
facility can
even repair
tent

frames!

Want more information
on the program? E-mail

David Glanzman at:

tentrepairs@isot.com

For information and
estimates on repair costs
for your tents, tarps and
covers, call the Electronic
Proving Ground Textile
Facility, (254) 680-9750.
The facility can accept
government credit cards and
military interdepartmental
purchase requests (MIPRs).

Since repairing
tents, tarps
and vehicle
covers is much
less expensive
than buying new
ones, your unit
can save money.

aaugh!

Protect
your hands
with these
gloves…

Without
gloves, your
hands get
scorched.

SIZE

S
M
L

NSN 8415-00-227-

1220
1221
1222

SIZE

1
2
3
4
5

NSN 8415-00-268-

7871
7872
7869
7870
7868
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Page 61 of PS 586 told you where to go
to order maps. We didn’t tell you that
when you order maps from the National
Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA),
you use your ULLS S-4 DODAAC. If you
don’t have one, use your unit’s PBO
DODAAC. You are not authorized a sep-
arate DODAAC for maps. The only
exception is for Flight Information
Publications (FLIP). If you need a FLIP
DODAAC, contact SFC White at DSN
656-4870, (703) 806-4870, at the U.S.
Army Aeronautical Services Agency in
Ft. Belvoir, VA.

Need maps? Go to:
http://www.dscr.dla.mil/pc9/rmf.htm

or contact the DSCR Richmond Map
Facility, 1-800-826-0342, then press 5, or
you can call DSN 695-4341. (The address
on DLA Form 1832 must match the
address on the DODAAC you are using.)

Map Ordering Update

Improved HMMWV Turret Bearing
When the weapon station turret bearing fails on your armored HMMWV, it must be
replaced with NSN 3110-01-480-5857. In order to install the new bearing, special
repair materials and instructions must be used. A list of materials and the installation
instructions are available from TACOM (e-mail mcinernj@tacom.army.mil, DSN 786-
2722, (586) 574-2722) or from MSG Half-Mast (e-mail psmag@logsa.army.mil, DSN
645-0893, (256) 955-0893). 

New Nuts for MLRS
Switch your MLRS to self-locking nuts with nonmetallic insets on the cab hinge, road-
wheels and track pads. They hold better than the ones currently listed in TM 9-1450-
646-24P. Use NSN 5310-00-068-8067 for Item 8 in Fig 1 and Item 78 in Fig 171. Use NSN
5310-00-175-2710 for Item 5 in Fig 9, Item 4 in Fig 13, and Items 13, 15 and 21 in the
KITS section.

PLGR Fuse NSN Correction
Change the NSN for the PLGR power cable fuse listed on Page 53 of PS 591
from NSN 6150-01-382-1551 to NSN 5920-00-280-4960. The NSN given in
PS is for a cable assembly and not a cartridge fuse. 

M871A2
Resistor Kit

To get a 95-watt resistor kit to handle
extra marker lights on your M871A2
trailers, order NSN 5905-01-396-7097.
The kit does not replace Item 2 in 
Fig 7 of TM 9-2330-386-14&P, but it
may be needed to power the extra
lights. Installation instructions come

with the kit.

ODS Bradley VDB
Need a new vehicle distribution box (VDB), NSN 6110-01-442-8080, for your ODS
Bradley? Then make sure you put advice code 2B in card columns 65-66 of your requi-
sition form. Leave it blank and you might get distribution box, NSN 6110-01-201-7880,
as a substitute VDB. That box doesn’t have the J20 plug required for the ODS Bradley.

FMTV Crane Clevis Clamp
Users of M1084/M1084A1, M1086/M1086A1 and M1089/ M1089A1 FMTVs equipped
with a crane need clamp, NSN 4030-00-042-7882, to complete TACOM Maintenance
Advisory Message 02-018. Read Para (c), Page C-5, of TB 43-0142, Safety Inspection
and Testing of Lifting Devices, in addition to the MAM, to correctly install the clamps.

CIE NSNs
on the Web

Having trouble finding the NSNs for
clothing and individual equipment
(CIE)? Check out

http://ct.dscp.dla.mil/Ascot
on the Internet. It lists NSNs for most
of the Army's CIE. Before ordering,
though, check SB 700-20 to make sure
the NSN is authorized for the Army.

Avenger Camouflage NSN Wrong
Don't order the NSN for Avenger camouflage listed on Page 43 in PS 592 (Mar 02). It's
not the correct camouflage for the Avenger. The camouflage for the Avenger is radar-
transparent camouflage, not radar-scattering. The NSN listed in the article is for the
ultra-lightweight camouflage net system (ULCANS), woodland radar-scattering, which
currently can't be ordered as a replacement for the lightweight camouflage screen
system (LCSS). ULCANS is currently authorized only for initial issue and to replace
already fielded ULCANS. To order LCSS camouflage for the Avenger, use NSN 1080-00-
103-1322 for woodland radar transparent and NSN 1080-00-103-1217 for desert radar

transparent.

http://www.dscr.dla.mil/pc9/rmf.htm
http://ct.dscp.dla.mil/Ascot

